National Nail’s CAMO® DRIVE™ Tool and CAMO
EdgeClips® Receive 2019 Pro Tool Innovation Award
National Nail Corp. Nov 05, 2019

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. (PRWEB) NOVEMBER 01, 2019 - National Nail announces its
CAMO DRIVE (TM) tool and industry-changing CAMO EdgeClips® have received the
Pro Tool Review’s prestigious 2019 “Pro Tool Innovation Award” (PTIA) in the
Accessories and Fasteners category.
Designed with contractors in mind, CAMO DRIVE offers stand-up deck fastening for
increased productivity and speed, while reducing strain on backs and knees. CAMO
DRIVE is capable of helping contractors install decking up to 5X faster than traditional
methods. Plus, it comes with three versatile guides for edge fastening, face fastening
and efficiently fastening the revolutionary new EdgeClip (for 90-degree installations) and
EdgeXClip (for angled patterns) for grooved boards.
“We are very pleased to have two of our
exemplary products— CAMO DRIVE
and EdgeClips —awarded as top pro
tools of the year,” said W. Scott Baker,
CEO, National Nail. “We are seeing deck
installations absolutely transformed by
these two innovations— one that quickly
drives the fastener in, and the other that
solves the pain points of deck clips
which have frustrated contractors over
the years.”
The Pro Tool Innovation Awards started in 2013 to recognize innovation in the
residential and commercial construction industries, judged by a panel of tool and media
professionals from across the United States and Canada.
“A Pro Tool Innovation Award winner will either offer more features, or be more
ergonomic, stronger, lighter, faster, longer-lasting, or a better value than the
competition,” said Clint DeBoer, PTIA program manager.
DeBoer summed up the judges’ impressions of CAMO DRIVE and EdgeClips: “What’s
not to love? It starts with CAMO’s Drive Tool that uses the drill of your choice and gets
you off your knees to a standing position. From there, the newest EdgeClips help you hit

the nail on the head (actually screw) on the joist accurately every time whether you’re
using a standard 90° or angled installation pattern with grooved deck boards. No predrilling, no sore knees, just great results!”
To learn more about the CAMO DRIVE, EdgeClip and EdgeXClip,
visit http://www.camofasteners.com.
The 2019 Winners and Finalists, including the CAMO DRIVE and EdgeClips are listed
at https://protoolinnovationawards.com/winners/2019-pro-tool-innovation-awards/2019accessories/ and will be mentioned in the Pro Construction Guide and Pro Remodeler
magazines later this year.
About CAMO
CAMO exists to provide the best deck fastening installation experience for hard-working
folks who take pride in their work and value their wallet. That’s you. Whether you install
decks for a living, offer to help build them with a buddy, or maybe build just one in your
lifetime, CAMO products are engineered to save you time and ensure your work looks
and performs as you expect it should. CAMO is the decking brand of National Nail
Corp., headquartered in Grand Rapids, MI. Other National Nail brands include Pro-Fit®
(packaged, bulk and collated fasteners), and STINGER® (cap fasteners and tools for
roofing and sidewall installation and EXO synthetic underlayments).
CAMO. Deck Responsibly™.
For more information or to locate a dealer, visit camofasteners.com or call 1-800-9686245. Be sure to "Like" @camofasteners on Facebook and @camodeckfasteners on
Instagram. Search CAMO Fasteners on YouTube to find our channel or check us out on
Pinterest.
About the Pro Tool Innovation Awards
The Pro Tool Innovation Awards (PTIA) are an annual awards program judged by a
panel of professional tradesmen and media representatives in the electrical, plumbing,
and concrete fields as well as general contractors and builders. The Pro Tool Innovation
Awards seek to discover and recognize the most innovative tools in the residential and
commercial construction industry across a wide variety of categories. The Awards are
backed by over a dozen print and online media sponsors, including its founding
member, Pro Tool Reviews.

